THE UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE.
SUPPLEMENTAL PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION.

THE UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE.
MUSICAL EXAMINATIONS.

THEORY OF MUSICO PASS-LIST.

Appended is the pass-list of the third public examination in the theory of music at the University of Adelaide for November, with the names of the teachers of each candidate.

Mrs. Alfred Law—First class—Florence Louise Banner.

Hardwicke College—First class—Ellen Dalrymple Churchill, Ursula Edwards, Ada Laura Thoms, Lucile Leona Eddy, Mary Catherine Stankel, Marion Ada Laura Thoms (with credit).

Second class—Anne Maud Purser, Mary Ann Evely, Emily Sowby, Ethel Louise Sowby.

Second class—Eliza Eddy (with credit), Annie Edith Wright (with credit), Herbert Hessey, Isabel May Wood, Charlotte Ada Russell, Lilian Stuart, Marian Ann Wood, Mary Ann Sowby.

Miss E. E. Mitchell—First class—Florence Annie Bost (with credit), Annie Edith Wright (with credit), Herbert Hessey, Isabel May Wood, Charlotte Ada Russell, Lilian Stuart, Marian Ann Wood, Mary Ann Sowby.


THE JUNIOR PASS-LIST.

The results of the junior public examination in the theory of music were posted at the University on Friday, November 2nd, to the satisfaction of the successful students, with the classes in which they were placed and the places at which they were seated are given below.

Miss Bost—First class—May Almond, Harry LeBrandt Novy (with credit), Ada Laura Thoms (with credit), Hannah May Cowley Oll, Martha Ann Eddy, Ethel Louise Sowby, Ethel Louise Sowby, Ada Eddy (with credit).

Second class—Lillian Snell Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare.

Third class—Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare.

Fourth class—Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare.

Fifth class—Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare.

Sixth class—Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare.

Seventh class—Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare.

Eighth class—Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare.

Ninth class—Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare.

Tenth class—Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare.

Eleventh class—Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare.

Twelfth class—Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare, Ethel Ada Bennett, Ada May Hare.

THIRD LIST.

No third list has been made up for this examination.

THE UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE.

NEW SCHOLARSHIPS FOR PRINCE ALFRED COLLEGE.—It will be remembered (says the Chronicle) that through the efforts of the Rev. R. M. Hunter Mr. Edward Spence promised at the last speech day to donate £1,000 to the College to provide scholarships of £250 per annum, renewable for three years, on condition that two other friends would be found to do likewise. Subsequently Mr. Spence consented to let his offer stand if a second amount were secured. This has now been secured, Mr. John Dunn, of Mount Barker, who visits the College on Saturday last, subsequently sent for Mr. Chapple, the head master, and after a brief conversation on the work of the College Mr. Dunn offered to contribute £1,000 to provide a second scholarship of the same amount as Mr. Spence's. This action of Mr. Dunn will be greatly appreciated by all who are interested in the highest education of our youth, and will lay deserving students under a lasting obligation to him for his generosity, and will do much to stimulate many in their pursuit of learning who would not otherwise be able to do so. These scholarships come into view most opportune, as the Government are reducing those bursaries provided by the State, and will afford facilities for the students of the College to continue their studies at the University. It will especially afford an excellent opportunity for public school scholars and others of whom this year chose Prince Alfred as the College they would attend, to continue the career upon which they have succeeded entered. The friends who have been interested in this matter have hopes that the third scholarship will be provided, and as one may be competed for every year. The College has again done well at the Preliminary Examination, 15 more having passed on the last occasion. This brings up the total passed for the year to 35. The full number actually the school that have passed this examination is now 125.